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Abstract 
In this paper, we develop the combinatorial nterpretations of the transition matrices between 
the bases of the B,, analogues of the symmetric functions. In order to provide a complete refer- 
ence, we have included a summary of the transition matrices for symmetric functions as well. 
1. Introduction 
There are six standard bases of the space of homogeneous symmetric functions of 
degree n,A.(x), namely, using Macdonald's notation [15]: {m;.};.~-. (the monomial 
symmetric functions), {h;.};.~. (the complete homogeneous symmetric functions), 
{ e; } ;. ~-, (the elementary symmetric functions), { p;.};. F-, (the power sum symmetric 
functions), {s;.}; ~, (the Schur functions), and {f;.};.~, (the forgotten symmetric func- 
tions), where 2 is a partition of n. The transition matrices between the various bases 
of symmetric functions all have combinatorial significance. For example, Doubilet [6] 
showed that all could be interpreted via the lattice of set partitions H, and its M6bius 
function. While the lattice of set partitions provides a general setting for studying such 
transition matrices, the expressions that were derived by Doubilet were not always the 
most compact. More recently, E~ecio~lu and Remmel have developed more direct com- 
binatorial interpretations of many of these transition matrices. Their interpretations have 
yielded a number of interesting applications including the computation of Kronecker 
products [16], the computation of plethysms [5], the expansion of of S-series [18], a 
simple proof of the Littlewood-Richardson rule which does not rely on properties of 
the Schensted correspondence [17], and the study of permutation enumeration [2]. 
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Many of these matrices have significance in the study of the representation theory 
of the symmetric group. There is a fundamental isometry between the center of the 
group algebra, C(S,), and the space An(x). This isometry F" C(Sn) ~ An(x) is called 
the Frobenius map and is defined by 
F(U) = Z f(a)p;.(~), 
aES, 
where 2(a) denotes the cycle type of a. The Frobenius map is important because 
it often allows one to reduce various problems about representations of S. to prob- 
lems about symmetric functions. For example, let )o = (21 .. . . .  2t) be a partition of n 
and let Z; denote the character of the irreducible representation A;" of S, associated 
$.  S .  with 2, 1 T s~;.~s" (resp. ]-T s{;~)) denote the character of the representation .1";~ T s~.~ 
s,, (resp. 7~. T s(~.~) which result by inducing the trivial character I~ (resp. the alternat- 
ing character ]~) of the Young subgroup S(2) = S~., x ... x S;~, up to 5',. Let 1;. 
denote the element of C(S,) which evaluates to 1 on permutations of cycle type 2 
St1 and 0 otherwise. Then, it is well known [9,15] that F(Z ~) = s;, F(1 Y s(,.)) = h~., 
S,, F(]- Y s(~.)) = e~, and F(1;.) = p~Jz~, where z~. is defined below. One can then 
show that the above identities imply that the transition matrix between the Schur 
;- is functions and the power sum symmetric functions is the matrix [IZ~;II where ZI,
the value of Z; on the permutations of cycle type /t. Similarly, the transition ma- 
trix between the complete homogeneous symmetric functions and the Schur functions 
represents the multiplicities of the irreducible representation A~' in the representation 
I~T ~,, - S ( ;3  • 
Recently Stembridge [20] defined a natural analogue of the Frobenius map F8 for 
the hyperoctahedral group Bn. In this case, FB maps the center of the group algebra 
of Bn, C(B,), into the space AB,(X,Y~) = ~=0 Ak(x)Q An_k(x). Analogous to the S, 
case, we are led to consider ten natural bases of the space As.(x,2). Again all the 
transition matrices between these ten bases have combinatorial significance. Moreover, 
as in the Sn case, many of these transition matrices have significance for the represen- 
tation theory of Bn. We expect hat the combinatorial interpretation of the entries of 
these transition matrices will have many applications. In fact, in [1], Beck uses these 
interpretations to study permutation enumeration of the hyperoctahedral group, and in 
[3] the authors utilize them to study the Kronecker product of Bn Schur functions 
indexed by hook shapes. 
The goals of this paper are relatively modest. First, because there is no place in the 
literature where a complete list of the combinatorial interpretations of the entries of the 
transition matrices between the six bases of An(x) can be found, we provide this list 
in Section 2. Second, in Section 3, we show how such combinatorial interpretations 
can be used to give combinatorial interpretations to the entries of the B, analogue of 
such transition matrices. 
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2. Transition matrices between symmetric functions 
We begin by presenting some of the notation and definitions which will be used in 
our discussion. 
For n E {1,2,3 .. . .  }, we let 2 ~- n denote that 2 is a partition of n, i.e. 2 = (21 . . . . .  2/) 
where 0 < 21 ~< .. .  ~<)v and n = 121 = )q + .. .  + 2/. The number of parts of 2 is 
denoted by 1(2). 
The Ferrers' diagram of 2, F;~, is the diagram which consists of left justified rows 
of squares or cells of lengths 21,22 . . . . .  ).l reading from top to bottom. For 2 ~- n, 
the Ferrers' diagram of conjugate shape, F;,, is the diagram of left justified cells 
with column heights 2t,)4_1 . . . . .  21 reading from left to right. In other words, F;, is 
obtained from F;. by flipping F;. about the 45 ° line. Let 2 = (21 ~<22-.. ~<2z~;.)) and 
P = (#1 ~<P2"" ~<PI(~,)) be partitions of n. Then pC_2 if and only if l(#)<~l(2) and 
Pz(~)-i <<- 2t(;.)--i for every 0 ~< i ~< l(p) (in other words, the Ferrers' diagram of 2 contains 
the Ferrers' diagram of/~). The Ferrers' diagram of the skew shape 2/g is denoted 
by F;~/~,, where F;./~, = F;. - F~,. Note that every partition can be expressed as a skew 
Ferrers' diagram in the form F;. = F;./¢. 
For 2 a partition of n, a column-strict ableau T of shape 2 is a filling of F;, with 
elements from { 1,2 .. . .  } such that entries in the rows are weakly increasing from left 
to right and strictly increasing in columns from bottom to top. The content of r is 
defined to be c(T) = (el,~2 . . . . .  ) where :~i equals the number of occurrences of i 
in T. 
i f  2 is a partition denoted by 2 = (1" ,2  ~ . . . . .  n m'') = ()q . . . . .  2l) where m i is 
the number of parts equal to i, then define z ;= lm'2m=...nm"rnl!mz!...m,!,)~! = 
)q !227 "'" )~/I, and ~(2)! = mt !m2! .-- mn!. 
There is a standard scalar product that is introduced on the space A,(x),  the Hall 
inner product, which is defined by 
(m;~, hl, ) = 6;..~,, ( 1 ) 
where 
1 i f2  = p, 
6~"1'= 0 otherwise. 
It is well known that under the scalar product (1), {s;~};~-,, and {P;Jx/~};.w. are 
self-dual. Given a basis {ai.}~.~-. of An(x), let {D(a;~)};.~-. denote its dual basis. 
Let co: An(x) ~ A.(x)  denote an algebra isomorphism by declaring that ~o(hn) = e.. 
In [15] it is shown that ~o is an involution, and that ~(h;~)= e;~, o9(m;.)= f;., o)(s;.) = 
s;,, and co(p;.)= ( -1 ) ' - I ( ; )p ; .  We note that the analogue of the transformation ~o in 
C(S~) sends ~r to sgn(a)~r, i.e. F - lo  ~o o F (a )  = sgn(a)a, see [9]. 
Now, we will review the combinatorial interpretations of the transition matrices 
between the six bases of the symmetric functions. The majority of the combinatorial 
descriptions that we give has been done by E(gecio~lu and Remmel in [7, 8]. First, we 
present some notation. 
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Given two bases of An(x), {a;~}~.~-, and {b;~})~-n, we fix some standard order of the 
set of partitions of n such as the lexicographic order, and then we think of the bases 
as row vectors, (a;.)~.~-n and (b;~);~-,. We define the transition matrix M(a,b)  by the 
equation 
(b~.)~. -n = (a;~)~ - nM(a, b). (2) 
Thus M(a,b) is the matrix that transforms the basis (a;.);~-, into the basis (b;.);.~-, 
and the (2,p)th entry of M(a,b) is defined by the equation 
b~ = Z aiM(a, b);~l,. (3) 
2D-n 
There are 30 nontrivial transition matrices between the six bases of An(x). Combi- 
natorial interpretations for the entries of some of these matrices uch as the Kostka 
matrix are well known. 
Note that the amount of work in giving descriptions can be cut down considerably 
due to the following relations (see [15]) 
M(a, b);.~ = M(~o(a), oo(b));~, (4) 
M(a, b);~ l, = M(D(b),D(a))~;. (5) 
Now we give the combinatorial interpretations of the entries M(a, b)).~ for the six 
bases of An(x). 
• M(m,s);4, M(s,h);~, M(s,e)2~, M(f ,s) ;~: We let C)~ denote the set of column 
strict tableaux of shape/1, and for any sequence c~ = (~l,c~2 .... ), we let C;~(~) denote 
the set of column strict tableaux of shape /t and content a. If/1 and # are partitions, 
we let K;.,~ = [C;~(p)[. The K;,~'s are called the Kostka numbers, and it is well known 
that 
M(m, s)~.~ = K~, ~. 
By using (4) and (5), we also get interpretations of M(s, h)i~., M(s, e)~., and M(f ,  s)~..: 
M(s,h);~. = K2~,., 
M(s, e);4, = K~:, ~. 
M( f  , s);4, = K~,, ~. 
• M(e, h);~,, M(h, e)z,, M( f ,  rn)z~,, M(m, f)),~: Now we define combinatorial objects 
called /~-brick tabloids of shape 2. We introduce them here by way of an example; 
details can be found in [8]. 
For p a partition of n, we create bricks of length equal to the length of the parts of 
#. For example, if p = (1, 1, 1,2), then the p-bricks are as shown in Fig. 1. 
Let 2 = (2, 3). Then the p-brick tabloids of shape 2 are as shown in Fig. 2. 
Basically, in constructing a p-brick tabloid, two rules must be followed: 
(1) #-bricks cannot overlap, and 
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Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 
(2) each brick must lie within a single row. 
In our combinatorial interpretations, we will be concerned with the number of 
#-brick tabloids of shape 2, denoted by Be,,;. In the example above, B(1.1,k2),(2,3) = 3. 
We denote by Me, ;. the set of all #-brick tabloids of shape 2. Then we have [8] 
M(h, e);~l, = ( -  1 )"-z(;)B;..l,, 
M(e, h);.~, = ( -  1 )"-t(;')B;,,e,, 
(6) 
M(f,  m );,l, = ( -  1 )'-l(eOBl, ' ;., 
M(m, f);.e, = ( -  1 )n-l(t')B~,, ;. 
Note that the following simple combinatorial interpretation of the forgotten basis 
follows from the definition of M(m, f )  [8]: f;. = ( -  1 ),-z(;.) ~u  ~-, B;., F, ml," That is, if 
~;. = U~,~;.,F, is the set of all brick tabloids, then J';. = ( -1) , - / ( ; j  ~-]~T~.~, m(T) where 
m(T) = mr, if T is of shape #. 
• M(h,p);.e,, M(e,p);.u, M(p,m);.~,, M(p,f);~F,: Next, we introduce the notion of 
weighted #-brick tabloids of shape 2 (see [8]). Given a #-brick tabloid T, each brick, 
hi, of length #i is given a weight, denoted by wr(bi), according to the following rule: 
f #i if bi is at the end of a row, 
WT(b/) / 1 otherwise. 
The weight of a #-brick tabloid, w(T), is given by 
100 
l " I  WT(bi), (7) w(T)  
i=1 
and, we define the weight of BF,,;. by 
w(Be,,;.)= ~ w(T). 
T E ~F,, ; 
Fig. 3 pictures all #-brick tabloids of shape 2 where # = (1,2,2) and 2 = (2,3). 
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II l w(T1  ) = 4 
I" I 1~------] w(T2)  = 2 IJ--J I 
,----,i 
w (B(1,2,2),(2,3)) = 6 T 1 1"2 
Fig. 3. 
UI1 ffl-la I-V]3 4 
Fig. 4. 
Ordered p-bricks are #-bricks which are distinguished by subscripting all of the 
y-bricks with 1,2 . . . . .  l(p) in such a way that the subscripts on smaller size bricks 
precede subscripts on larger size bricks. For example, if p = (1,2,2,3), then the set 
of ordered p-bricks is as shown in Fig. 4. 
Now, we define y-brick permutations of type 2. Given a partition p = (Pl ~<"" 
---<#l(~)), we start with the set of subscripted p-bricks, and we then let ~,~(p)  denote 
the set of all permutations of these bricks. We shall write a p-brick permutation i its 
cycle structure. Given a cycle of bricks c = (bi . . . . . .  bi, ), we define the shape of c by 
j -1  
where [b~j[ denotes the size of brick bi/. Let a be a p-brick permutation which consists 
of cycles ci . . . . .  ck in its cycle decomposition, then the shape of a, sh(a) is defined to 
be the partition which is induced by the sequence sh(cl ) . . . . .  sh(ck). We let ~5~(p) ; 
denote the set of all y-brick permutations of shape 2. For example, Fig. 5 depicts an 
element of ~SP(1,2, 2, 3)(3'5). 
It is proved in [8] that 
M(h, P);i, = ( -  1 )l(;)-l(U)w(B;.,~,), 
M(e, P);4~ = ( -  1 )"-l(;')w(B~.,~ ),
M(p, m);.t, = ( -  1 )l(u)-/(;~) w(Bl,,;~ ) 
z). 
_ (_ 1)~(~)-~(~)[~,9°(p)~l 
~(p)! 
M(p,  f )h ,  = ( -  1 ).-z(l,) w(B.,;. ) _ ( -  1 ).-z(/~) I'~)J(/-t);~ I 
(8) 
(9) 
• M(m,p);~, M(p,e);~l,, M(p,h);.~,, M(f ,p); .u : Next, we introduce one further 
variation on p-brick tabloids. In an ordered p-brick tabloid of shape 2, ordered 
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31 
Fig. 6. 
'1 ' '1 1o,l :l 3j 
/t-bricks (defined above) are placed in the diagram of shape )~ so that the subscripts 
on the bricks increase from left to right in each row. For example, the Fig. 6 pictures 
the ordered ( 1,2, 2, 3 )-brick tabloids of shape (3, 5). 
Let OB~,,). denote the number of ordered /~-brick tabloids of shape 2. Let S(IL) = 
S(/~1 ) x.  - • x S(/~/) be the Young subgroup of the symmetric group S,, where for each i, 
S(p~) is the subgroup of all permutations on 
l -t- ] , / j , - I -  /Ill . . . . .  ]/i + J/j - 
j= l  i=t j= l  
Let ,~;. denote the conjugacy class of Sn corresponding to the partition 2. Then, it is 
proved in [8] that 
M(m,  P)~.l~ = OB~,,~., 
M ( p ,e  );.l~ = ( - -1 )  "-/(~) OB ~4' -- (--1)"-/(;) IS(#) n .~ ~.1 
z~ 12! ' 
(10) 
M(p,h) ; t  ' _ OB;4, _ IS (p )N  ~;.I 
z;  l l! ' 
M( f  , P);4, = ( -  1 )'-/(~nOB~,,;. 
• M(s ,  P);4,, M(p ,s ) ;4 , :  Consider a Ferrers' diagram of shape 2. A rim hook of )o is a 
sequence of cells, h, along the northeast boundary of F;. such that any two consecutive 
cells in h share an edge and the removal from F; of the cells in h leaves a Ferrers' 
diagram of another partition. 
Given partitions I~ and ), a rim hook tableau of shape )~ and type lt, T, is a sequence 
of partitions 
T = ((~ = 2(°) C)~(~) C . . .  C). (k~ = 2), 
such that for each 1 <<.i<~k, 2 (i) -- )~(i-1) is a rim hook of 2 (i) of size tli. 
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Define the sign of the rim hook h i = 2 (i) -- 2 ( i -1 )  to be 
son(hi) = ( -1 )  r(h')-l, 
where r(hi) denotes the number of rows that hi occupies. The sign of T is 
k 
son(T) = 1-I sgn(hi). 
i=1 
The Murnagham-Nakayama rule states that 
2 Z~ = Z sgn(T), 
T 
where the sum is over all rim hook tableaux of shape 2 and type #, and where )(~;i is 
the value of the irreducible character of S., )(', at the conjugacy class ~l," It is well 
known [15] that 
2 M(s, p);~u = Z~, 
M(p, s);~i, = --" 
Z2 
• M(s,m);~,, M(s,f);,,, M(h,s);.,, M(e,s);~l~: Next we introduce special rim hooks 
and special rim hook tabloids. These combinatorial objects are developed in [7] where 
they are used to give a combinatorial interpretation of the inverse Kostka matrix. 
Given partitions 2 (i-1) C2 (i), we say that 2/i) -2  (i-1) is a special rim hook if 
)( i)_ )(i-i) is a rim hook of 2 (i) and 2 (i) - ) ( i - I )  contains a cell from the first column 
of 2. 
A special rim hook tabloid T of shape 2 is a sequence of partitions 
r = (0 = 2 (°)C2 (~)C . . .C2  (k) = 2) 
such that for each 1 <~i<~k, 2 (0 - 2 (i-l) is a special rim hook of 2 (0. The type of the 
special rim hook tabloid T is the partition determined by the integers 12 (i) -2  (i-J)l. We 
use the word tabloid instead of tableau to emphasize the fact that, unlike rim hook 
tableaux, there is no implicit order in the size of each successive special rim hook. 
The sign of a special rim hook, h i = ~( i ) _  ,~(i-1), and the sign of a special rim hook 
tabloid, T, are defined as for rim hooks and rim hook tableaux. 
We give an example of a special rim hook tabloid, T, of type/~ and shape 2 in Fig. 7. 
For 2 and # partitions of n, E~ecio~lu and Remmel [7] show that 
T 
where the sum is over all special rim hook tabloids of shape 2 and type /~. 
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i 4 = ( 1 ,2,5,5,6)  
- I . . , _  Z = (1,2,3,3,4,S} 
I 
- r ' -  L - -7  w(T)  =-1  
Fig. 7. 
The inverse Kostka matrix defines the entries of the following matrices: 
M(s, m);.,, = Ki~.~, 
M(s, f)~.,, = Kt~,, 
M(e, s)2.,, = KS,~,,, 
M(h,s ) ; , ,  = 
• M(rn, h);4,, M(rn, e);.~, M(f,e);4,, M(f,h);4,: Given an nxn matrix M, we let r(M) 
denote the vector of row sums of M and c(M) denote the vector of  column sums of 
M. Given two partitions 2 = (2~ ~< .. .  ~<21(~.)) and 1~ = (P] ~< ' ~<~/(~,)), we let NM;4, 
be the number of nonnegative integer-valued matrices with r (M)= Z = (21 . . . . .  2/~;.)) 
and c(M) = ~ = (/~1 . . . . .  #/(~,))- Let Z2M;4, be the number of  {0, 1} valued matrices 
such that r (M)  = Z and c(M)  = p. Then it is well known [15] that 
M(m, h );4, = NM;4,, 
M(m, e);.l, = Z2M;4,. 
It then follows from (4) and (5) and the fact that NM;.I, = NMI,; ~ that 
M(f  , h);.l, = Z2M~.I,, 
M( f  , e)~4, = NM;.#. 
• M(h,m);4,, M(h,f);.l,, M(e,f);t,, M(e,m);4,: The inverses of the matrices above 
give the following expressions: 
M(h, m);1, = (NM;4,)- 1, 
M(h,f))~, = (Z2M)4,) -1 ,  
M(e, J')il, = (NM;4,)-t, 
M(e, m)~t, = (Z2M;4,)-I. 
Combinatorial interpretations of these matrices were given by Kulikauskas and 
Remmel in [13]. Before describing these, we define the necessary combinatorial ob- 
jects. With 2 and ~ partitions of n, define a (2, p) bi-brick permutation as follows: let 
Cl, C2 . . . . .  Ck be a collection of  cycles whose lengths sum to n. On each cycle, place 
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Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 9. 
an outer tier of 2 bricks and an inner tier of / t  bricks so that each tier contains bricks 
whose lengths sum to the length of the cycle. If the bricks are placed in such a way 
that each cycle has no rotational symmetry, the permutation is called primitive. For 
example, if 2 = (14 ,24)  and It = (34) ,  Fig. 8 is a primitive (2,1t) bi-brick permutation. 
The diagram in Fig. 9 is not primitive because the third cycles displays rotational 
symmetry. 
Another way to understand the notion of a primitive bi-brick cycle C is to attach 
a word w(C) to C. The idea is to read the cycle clockwise, and for each cell of  the 
cycle, record a B if both a 2-brick and a /L-brick start at the cell, record an L if a 
2-brick starts at the cell but a /l-brick does not, record an M if a/t-brick starts at the 
cell but a 2-brick does not, and record an N if neither a 2-brick nor a /t-brick starts 
at the cell. In this way, we associate a cycle of  letters with each bi-brick cycle. For 
example, in Fig. 8, the first two cycles are associated with the cycle of  letters (B,N,L) 
and the third cycle is associated with the cycle of letters (B,L,L,M,L,N). We then 
order the letters by declaring that B < L < M < N. We define the word of the cycle, 
w(C), to be the lexicographically least circular rearrangement of the cycle of  letters 
associated with C. For example, the word of  the first two cycles in Fig. 8 is BLN while 
the word of  the the third cycle is BLLMLN. Now if a bi-brick cycle C has rotational 
symmetry, w(C) will be a power of a smaller word, i.e. w(C) = w" for some word w 
and integer r > 1, where w '~ denotes w concatenated with itself r times. For example, 
the third cycle in Fig. 9 is not primitive because W(C3) = BLNBLN = (BLN) 2. A 
bi-brick cycle C is primitive if w(C) is lexicographically smaller than any other cyclic 
rearrangement of w(C). Such words are called Lyndon in [14]. 
We say a primitive (2,1t) bi-brick permutation is simple if its set of cycles are 
pairwise distinct. Let PB(2,11) be the set of primitive )4t bi-brick permutations, and 
let SPB2/t be the set of simple, primitive )4t bi-brick permutations. Define the sign of  
a simple primitive bi-brick permutation to be the sign of  the underlying permutation: 
for 0 c SPB(2/L), let sgn(O) = ( -1 )  .... ' where c is the number of cycles in 0 and 
, ,  = t;d = I d. 
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The sets PB()40 and SPB(2t~) are used to define the following transition matrices: 
M ( h, m );l~ = ( -  1 )l(;.)+l(~t)[PB( )-IOI, 
M(e, rn);.~, = (-1)/(;)+l~'~ Z son(O). 
OE SPB( ).p ) 
Then (4) and (5) give 
m(e, f);-l* = ( -  1 )l(;)+l(l')lPB()4t)l, 
M(h,./');.~, = (-l)l(;~)+t(l~) Z son(O). 
OE SPB( 54t )
3. Transition matrices between B. symmetric functions 
As seen in the previous ection, A,(x) occurs naturally in the representation theory of 
S,. In the representation theory of the hyperoctahedral group, Bn, the space AB,,(x,Y) = 
(~=0 Ak(x)~ A,-k(~) is the analogue of A,(x), as given by Stembridge in [20]. We 
give combinatorial interpretations of the transition matrices between the various bases 
of AB,(X, .~).  
3.1. ).-ring notation 
Because the language of 2-rings [4, 12] is used in this section, we begin with a brief 
summary of this notation. 
We think of an alphabet X as a sum of commuting variables, so that for example, 
X, = x~ + x2 + ... + x, is the set of commuting variables {xL,x2 . . . . .  x,}. With this 
viewpoint, one may use the following notation: 
{xl,x2 . . . . .  x.} -- x , ,  
. . . . .  = x , ,  
{Xl ,X2 . . . . .  Xn,XI ,X2 . . . . .  .~, } = X ,  ~- X n. 
Extending this idea, let -X  denote a formal (anti-)alphabet such that X + ( -X)  = 0. 
As in [15] we will let n -~ oc and assume that X is an alphabet of infinitely many 
variables xl,x2 .. . . .  We have the following properties of Schur functions, see [15]: 
s ; . / .u(Y+Y)-  Z s z,,,.(X)s;.#,(X), ( l l )  
i~c_?c_;. 
s;...~, ( -X )  = ( -  1 )1 ;/~'t s;.,..l,, (X), ( 12 ) 
where [)-/P] is the number of boxes in the Ferrers' diagram F;./I,, )-~ is the conjugate 
shape of 2, s~,.l~(X ) = s~/l~(x,,x2 .... ), and s~/t~(X ) = s~/~(Yl,~z .... ). 
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Using (12) in (11) gives 
s;@(X - X)  = Z (-1)l'/~ls;4','(X)s',"/u'(X)" (13) 
l~ c_ "/ c_ ;. 
Since the Schur functions {s;~(X)};~un form a basis for A,(X),  formulas (11)-(13) 
can be used to define P(X + X), P ( -X )  and P(X -X)  for any symmetric function 
P ¢ An(X). Below we shall list the basic )~-ring formulas for the other bases of the 
symmetric functions. 
First, (11)-(13) give the definitions of h;~(X + X), h;. ( -X) ,  h;~(X- X), e;~(X + X), 
e;~(-X), and e;~(X- X)  since h;. and e;~ are special cases of skew Schur functions. 
One can then prove the following, see [10, 15]: 
For the power sum symmetric function pr, 
I 
p,(X + X)  = pr(X) + pr(X), 
Pr ( -X)  = --pr(X), 
pr(X - -X)  = pr(X) - Pr(X), 
where pr(X) = x~ + x~ +. . .  and pr(X) = Y~I + x~ +""  
To state the 2-ring formulas for the monomial and forgotten symmetric functions, 
we first need to establish some notation. Let ~ and /3 be two partitions. Then ~ +/3 
denotes the partition formed by combining the parts of ~ with the parts of/3. For 
example, (1, 1 ,2 )+ (1,2,3) = (1, 1, 1,2,2,3). We write ~ ___ /3 if there is a partition 
7 such that ~ + y = /3. Here we allow y = /3 or 7 to be the empty partition so that 
_E /3 if the parts of ~ are contained in the parts o f /3  in the sense of multisets. 
Finally, if ~ F- /3, we write /3 -- ~ = 7 iff ~ + y = /3. This given, we have the 
following. Let a;~(X) = a;.(xl,x2 . . . .  ) and a;~(X) = a;~(~l,Y2 .. . .  ) for a equal to m or f .  
Then 
m;.(X + X)  = Z m~(X)m~(X), 
~+#=~ 
f ;.(X + X) -- Z f ~(X)f #(X), 
~+#=;~ 
where both sums range over all pairs of partitions ~ and fl whose sum is 2 and where 
either ~ or fl is allowed to be the empty partition. Next, 
m;.(-X) = ( -  1 )l;d f ;.(X), 
f ; .(-X) = ( -  1 )l;4m;.(X). 
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Finally, 
m;.(X - X)  = Z( -  1 )l;~-~lm~(X)f l~_ ~(-X ), 
:d-2 
f ;~(X - X) = Z( -  1 )l;-~t f ~(X)ml~_~(X), 
xr-;. 
where in both sums, ~ is allowed to be the empty partition. 
3.2. The hyperoctahedral group, B~ 
The conjugacy classes of Bn are indexed by pairs of partitions (2, #) such that 
121 + I#[ = n, That is, if we think of B, as the set of signed permutation matrices, 
then we can view the elements of Bn as permutations a = at . . .a~ where each ai is 
either positive or negative. The conjugacy class ~l;~,~) of Bn consists of those signed 
permutations cr such that the cycles of a which contain an even number of negative 
elements induce the partition 2 and those cycles of a which contain an odd number 
of negative elements induce the partition /t. Let C(B,) denote the class functions of 
the group B, and let l(;.,~)(a) be the function with value 1 on permutations of cycle 
type (2,p) and 0 otherwise. Then, Stembridge defines a natural Bn analogue of the 
FB 
Frobenius map, FB " C(Bn) ~ As,,(x,~), as l(;..l, ) , , (1/z;.)p;.(x)(1/zl,)pj,(Y), where 
x = (xl...XN), and ~ = (Xl...Xu). 
Define a scalar product on AB,,(x,~)as 
( p;(x)pI'(~) P~'(x)Pl~(X) ) = 6;~.~,6,~,1~. (14) 
Z)Zt ~ ' Z~ZI ~ 
There are four linear characters of Bn, namely in, the trivial character, gn, the sign 
character, 6n, the parity character, and 6nen, the determinant character, which are defined 
by declaring their value on "~(~..l,) to be 1, ( -1 )  n-/(;)-l(l'), (-1)/(~), and ( -1 )  "-/li~) 
respectively. Let X = xl + x: + • • • and X = fl  + Y2 + • "" Then using )°-ring notation, 
it is shown in [21] that the images of these linear characters under FB are given 
by: Fs(l~) = hn(X + X), Fs(g~) = e~(X + X), F8(6,) = hn(X - X), and FB(6~e~) = 
e~(X-X) .  Furthermore, Stembridge shows in [20] that Fs(Z ~'~) = s;~(X +X)&~(X--X) 
where iZ ''~ denotes the irreducible character corresponding to the pair of partitions 
(LP).  
We can define ten standard bases for the Bn analogue of the symmetric func- 
tions. If 2 and p are partitions such that 121 + I/~l = n, we write (2,/0 t- n. Then 
{p~(x)p~,(Y,)/V/z~z~,/2t(;-)+~(t')}(~.~,)~-n, and {s .(X +X)s~(X-  X)}(;.,~)~-, are self dual 
bases of A~,,(x,~). By Jacobi-Trudi identities [11,22], we have the following span- 
ning sets: {h~(X + X)ht,(X -X)}(~.,t,)~-,, {h;.(X + X)e~,(X -X)}(~.,,)~-,, {e;(X + X) 
h~,(X -X)}(~., ~,) ~-,, and {e;.(X +~')e~,(X - X)}(~..~) ~-,. The number of elements in each 
of these spanning sets implies that these are in fact bases of A~,,(x,Y,). Moreover, any 
element of one of these bases is the Frobenius image of a natural representation f Bn. 
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For example, if (2,p) F n, let B;. = B;., x . . .  x B;.~, B/, = B~, x . . .  x B~,~, I;. denote 
the trivial representation o  B;., and A~ denote the representation whose character is 
A I"B'' e,, is the character of I; ® ~, ~ ~; × ~,, the parity character on B~,. Then if 1 ;. ® 5~, 1" ~ × ~, 
F( lz @ 6~, T~ × e,, ) = h;(X + X)h~,(X -X ) .  
We define dual bases to the Bn elementary and the B, complete homogeneous sym- 
metric functions which are analogues of the monomial and forgotten symmetric func- 
tions. Namely, we define {m~(X+X)m~,(X-X)}(~.,~,)~-,,, {m~(Y +X) f~(X-X)}( ; . ,  ~,) ~- ,, 
{f;.(X + X)m~,(X - X)}(;., ~) ~ ,, and {f;.(X + X)/~,(X - X)}(;.. ~)~- n. 
3.3. Bn transition matrices 
We use similar notation as in Section 2 where we described the matrices 
between the bases of An(x). For simplicity, we will denote p;.(x)pF,(Y~ ) as p~/Se, 
e;.(X +X)h~(X-  X )  as e;/~, etc. We define the transition matrix M(a&b[O by the 
equation 
Then M(a&b[~) is the matrix that transforms the basis (a;~l,)(2.~)~, into the basis 
(b2[~¢,)(Zl,)~,, and the ((~,fl),(2,/J))th entry of M(a~,b[~) is defined by the equation 
(~,13)F n
Combinatorial interpretations for the entries of the transitition matrices between all 
pairs of bases which do not involve the basis {p;(x)p~,(Y:)}(;.,i,)~n are just pairs of 
entries of the transition matrices for An(x). For example, 
s;~(X + X)s#(X - X )  = Z Z K;~, ~K,,,/~ m~(X + X)ml~(X - X),  
so that 
M(mrh, sY)(~,3),(;.~ ) = K;.,~K~.I~. 
The more involved transition matrices occur between the analogue of the power sum 
symmetric functions and the other bases. These are the matrices we describe here. We 
shall show how to derive combinatorial interpretations for the entries of the transi- 
tion matrices between the Bn power sum symmetric functions and the Bn complete 
homogeneous and Bn Schur symmetric functions. By considering dual bases and con- 
sidering (5), which also holds for Bn, we also derive the combinatorial interpretations 
of the entries of the transition matrices between the Bn power sum symmetric func- 
tions and the Bn monomial symmetric functions. By the same techniques, one can 
derive combinatorial interpretations of the entries of all the transition matrices between 
{p;.(x)p~,(~)}(;.,~,)~n and the other bases. Those which are not derived below appear 
in the appendix. 
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Fig. 10. 
I 
If 2 and ~ are partitions, then 2 .  /J denotes the diagram which results from 
joining the southeast comer of F;~ to the northwest comer of F~,. This is illustrated above 
in Fig. 10. 
• M(h[7, PD)(~,I~)~;.,~): We begin with expression (8) from the previous ection: 
Pn = Z( -  1 )lO,)-1 w(B~,, ¢n ))h~, 
ltFn 
This gives two expressions ( ee [21]): 
p.(x) + p.(~) = p.(X + Y) = ~(-1)~-~w(B~,~.~)h~(X +~), (15) 
pn(x) - pn(X) = p,(X - -X) = Z( -  1 )l~l~)-Iw(Bl~,~,,))hl~(X - X). (16) 
l~t-n 
We sum (15) and (16) to get the following: 
2p,(x) = Z( -  1)tt~)-lw(B~,(,))h~(X + )  
:~ I-- n 
+ Z( -  1 )/~l~)-lw(Bt~, (,,))h/~(X - X). (17) 
We subtract (15) and (16) to get the following: 
2 p,(X) = Z( -  1 )¢(~)-r w(B~, ~,))h~(X + X) 
z¢ }-- rt 
+ S( -  1 )l~l~)w(Bl~,l,))hlc(X - ). (18) 
Consider evaluating the coefficient of h~(X + X)hl~(X- X)  in 2t(;~)+t(~)p;.(x)p~,(~). 
For example, in evaluating 24pl.z(x)pl,3(y) = 2pl(x)2pz(x)2pl(~)2p3(~), according 
to (17) and (18), the term 4hv~2(X +X)  hl,2(X- X) can arise in various ways. One 
of the possibilities is shown below (see Fig. 11 ) where the unshaded bricks come from 
the sum over c¢ and the shaded bricks come from the sum over fl in (17) and (18). 
In general, we consider diagrams of shape 2 .  ~t where we fill some of the rows with 
bricks of type :~ and some of the rows with bricks of type ft. The bricks are weighted 
according to expressions (17) and (18). 
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2 Pl(X) ~]  
2 P2(x) 
2 Pl~X) 
2%rx) Irllr-l-! I - 2 h 1,2(X +-'X) 
Fig. I 1. 
i 
2 h 2 (X -~) 
- h 1 (X -~) 
More precisely, let ~=tab leaux  of shape 2 ,  /t filled with ~-bricks and 
fl-bricks such that each row consists of all s-bricks or all fl-bricks. An example of 
an element f of ~f~ is given in Fig. 12 below where 2 = (52, 102), p = (62,9, 13), 
= (12,23,32,42,5), and fl = (18,23,34,5,6). The fl-bricks are shaded. 
In general, we have 
1 1 )/(~)+t(/~)-/(;~)- t(l,)+ #0,) w(f ) ,  (19) M(hf~, pf))(~.~)(;.,~,) -- 2/(;0+/0,) ~ ( -  
.lc.~; L
where l#(p) is the number of rows of # filled by fl-bricks, and w(f )  is defined as in 
(7) to be the product of the lengths of the bricks at the end of each row of f .  For 
~,/s pictured below, w(f )  = 3.5.4.5.2.1.2.3 = 4320. example, for the element f E 5~ ;.*t, 
• M(p~,hfl)(~,#)(;~,~,): We have the following expression from the transition matrices 
between the bases of A,(x),  as given by (10): 
- -  ~ OB. . ;  - -  
h~.(X + X)  = ~ --" p ; , (X  + X) .  
Z-, 
(20) 
m m  
i i  i 111  
FTTqr - l - l [ - I  I I t t i 
J I I I I I - I - !  ] 
VTT3 VT3 D 
nn nnl 
Fig. 12. 
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We denote by [n] the set {1,2 . . . . .  n}. Then, using the equality 
k 
p:.(X + X) = E(p;.,(x) + p:,,(Y)), 
i=l 
we have 
/(7) l i d  
h; (x  + x )  = " -  l-I(p:,(x) + 
Z - , 
;'F I;4 i=l 
;,F I;,I s C_[lC,)] iES iq~S 
(2 ] )  
C:'I~= ('q') \a. 
With this notation, we may rewrite (21) as 
h ; . (X+X)= Z OB,,;. Z C~ flP~(x)Pli(Y)" 
,' ~- l;d :~+/:~=,' 
Therefore, the coefficient of p~(x)pfl(X) in h;~(X + X) is 
OB~+I~,;, (a l+b l )  (a2+be) . . . (a ,+b~)  
Zx+[3 al a2 a,, , 
(a l+b l )  (a2+b2) .  (an+bn)  1 
OBz~+fi, 2 al a 2 " " an zz~+fl 
f i  (ai + bi)! 1 OB~+~. 2 11 i=l ai!bi! ia'+bi(ai + bi)! 
OB~+fl, ;. (22)  
z~zl~ 
Similarly, using the fact that p;.(X- X) = ]-I~=l(pz,(X)- p:,~(.~)), we can show that 
the coefficient of  p;,(x)p6(Y) in h,(X -X )  is 
( - 1 )l(6) OB:.+6., .  
ZTZ6 
Let 7 = 1"'2"-'. .-n'", ~ = la'2 u-' ...n a'', and fl = lb'2 b~ - . .n  b'' be such that O<~ai<~(]i 
for every i and ai + bi = 9i; thus, :~ + fl = 7. The number of ways ~ and fl can be 
arranged to form the partition 7 is denoted by C~,/~ where 
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Combining these expressions, we get 
h;.(X + 2)h~,(X - Y )  = Z OB~+lJ'~" p~(x)p/j(Y)) 
(~,1~) -I;-I z~zfi 
x (  Z OB;'+'t~'(-1)'(6)P",'(x)P6(Y)) 
(7.6)e b,I zz.z,~ 
Z (-  1 )/(,5) OB~+[~.; OB:,+6.1 p~+;.(x)p/3+,~(2). 
(~./s)FI). I Z~Zl~ zTz,~ 
(7,6)~-bl 
Therefore, 
M(p~,hfO(¢,(o)(;.,j,) = ( -  1 )z(~) OB~+I*, ;. OB;'+,~,l, 
(~,/~)~-I;.I z=zl~ z,,z~ 
(z,,6)~-bl 
(23) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
of the 
i< j .  
We note that we can give a combinatorial interpretation to the right-hand side of 
(23) as follows. First, given (T, oJ), use the subscripts 1 . . . . .  l(z) to distinguish the 
r-bricks in such a way that the subscripts on smaller length bricks precede the sub 
scripts on longer bricks and use the subscripts l ( r )+  1 . . . . .  l(r) + l(~o) to distinguish the 
(o-bricks in a similar fashion. For example, if r = (1, 1,2,2) and co = (1,2,3,3), we 
would obtain the subscripted bricks as shown in Fig. 13. We shall call such a set of 
bricks ordered (r, oJ)-bricks. Now let (!';Y~'*II, denote the set of fillings F subscripted 
of 2 * It with ordered (r, to)-bricks bt . . . . .  b/(~)+/(,)) such that 
(i) each brick lies in a single row, 
no two bricks overlap, 
the indices of the bricks in each row increase from left to right, and 
for each 1 <~i C j<--.l(r) or l(r)+ 1 <~i C j<...l(r)+ l(oJ) if bi and b i are bricks 
same length and bi occcurs in a row of 2 and b i occurs in a row of t~ then 
f(' ~'(12'22 )' (1'2'32 ) For such a T, For example, T pictured in Fig. 14 is an element of ~.~ (2,7).(1,2,3) • 
let ~(T) (resp. ~,,(T)) denote the partition induced by the sizes of the bricks with 
subscripts between 1 and l(r) which fall in 2 (resp. /0, fl(T) (resp. ~i(T)) denote 
the partition induced by the sizes of the bricks with subscripts between l ( r )+ 1 and 
I--11 I-T-] a l-V] 3 FTT"I 4 
[--15 WI-16 WI-W] 7 r-Wr-1 
Fig. 13. 
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Fig. 14. 
l(r) + l(vJ) which fall in 2 (resp. /t). For example, for the T pictured above, co(T) = 
(1,2), /~(T) = (1,2,3), 7(T) = (1,2), and 6(T) = (3). Then we define the weight of 
T, ~(T), by 
w(T)  = (--1)/(6(T) 1 
Z~( T )Z l~ ( T )Z;,( T )Z6( T ) 
It is then easy to see that 
M(p[J, hh)( ..... )(;.,,~)= Z ~(T). 
TE( 7 '  I; 
• M(sg, p[O(~,p)(;~,~,) and M(p~,s~)(~,#)(~.,t,): We follow Stembridge and give an 
analogue of the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule. He shows [20] that the elements of the 
transition matrix used to express p~.(x)ps~(Yc ) in terms of s~(X +X)  s l J (X-  X)  are the 
irreducible characters of B,,: 
[ ..(~,#) 
M(s~, p[~)(~,#)(~.,j,) -- 2/(~.~-t/(# ) Z(~..~,). 
We begin with the expression (see [15]) 
p,s~ = Z( -  1 )"(''~)-Is,., (24) 
~Cv 
where the sum is over all z¢ such that v/~ is a rim hook of size n, and where r(v/~) 
is the number of rows that the rim hook occupies. Then (24) implies that 
p, (X  + X)s~(Y + X)sl~(X - ~)  = ~-~(  - 1 )"(' ~) ls,.(X + X)sl¢(X - X )  
~Cv 
(25) 
and 
p,,(x - ;7)sl~(x - ~)s~(X + X)  = ~_~(- 1 )r(,..l~)-b,.(x - ~)s~(X + ~) .  
#c~, 
(26) 
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Because p.(X + X)  = p.(x) + p.(-~) and p.(X - X)  = p.(x) - p.(Y), summing 
(25) and (26) gives 
2p.(x)s~(X + X)s~(X - X) = Z( -1 )  ~0'/~)- a&,(X + X)s#(X - A') 
~C t' 
+ Z(-1)r("/l~)-ls,.(X -X )s~(X  +-X). (27) 
I~C_,, 
Subtracting (26) from (25) gives 
2p.(~)s=(X + X)s~(Y - X)  = Z( -  1)~lv/~)-lsv(X + -ff)s#(Y - X) 
~Cv 
+ Z(-1)~°'/~)s,,(X - )s=(X +X).  (28) 
I~C_~ 
These expressions enabled Stembridge to give a combinatorial interpretation of the 
irreducible characters for B~. Given a rim hook tableau, T, of shape ~ • fl and type 
(2,#), a hook in the tableau, h, is given a weight according to the following: 
= f ( -1 )  ~(h) if h E fl and h corresponds tosome /2i, 
~(h) 
L ( -  1 )rib)- 1 otherwise. 
The weight of T is given by 
= 1-I ~(h). W(T) 
hET 
Hence, 
= Z W(T), ()-,~0 
T 
where the sum is over all rim hook tableaux of shape ~ * fl and type (2,/~). 
Example. We compute the irreducible character ~' It o ~2,1) z;.,¢, = zO~ ~) for B3. The shaded square 
in Fig. 15 contains the hook which corresponds to/~ and the 1 and 2 correspond to the 
first and second parts of )~, respectively. The numbers denote the order that the cells 
are created when constructing the rim hook tableau; the shaded square is created last 
each time. 
Hence, we see 
Xl~]'l ) - - -1+1+ 1=+1.  
Because {(p ; . (x )p~, (~) ) /~} and {s~(X + X)sI~(X- X)} are self dual, we 
immediately have the expression 
Z(LIO 
(~,/~) 
M(p~, s£)~, #)O~,l') - 
Z~Zf l  " 
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• M(p~,mrh)(~,ln(;~,~,): Using the transition matrix which expresses p;~(x)pl,(Y ) in 
I 
terms of h~(X +X)h~(X -X) ,  and by looking at the dual bases, we can express 
m;.(X + X)ml , (X  -X )  in terms of p~(x)pl~(Y,). Using these results, we give a 2-ring 
expression for the monomial symmetric functions. Consider the following expression: 
(p;.[~,,) = (h~[~l~)M(h[7 , p[~). 
Taking duals we have 
< 2'(~)+'(ln > 
{m;)h,,) : z~zl ~ P~[~I~ MT(hh'  P[~)' 
and from (19), 
M T ( hit, P [~ )( xl~),( ;40 = M ( h[% P [~ )( ;~j, ){~I3) 
1 
- 2t(~)+t(/~) Z (-l)l(;)+l(m-t(~-t~ln+t"(lnw(f)" 
I~.<<, 
Recall that P'(3) is the number of rows of/3 filled by #-bricks, and w(f )  is the product 
of the lengths of the bricks at the end of each row of f .  
Hence, 
M ( p [~,mth )(~,l~)(;.,~ ) - 
1 
( -  1 )l(;)+1{i')-I~)-l{In+l"(t{)w(f ). 
z~zij 
In [1], it is shown that one can easily use our combinatorial interpretation of 
M(p[J ,  mrh)(~,ln(;.,~, ) to give a proof that 
ml'(X - X )  : Z m', ' (X)f  ~-7(X) ( -  1 )b-ft. 
7E_ll 
• M(mrh, P[~)~,ln(;.,~): Taking duals of the expression 
(h;J~,,) : (p~[91~)M(p[~,h[~) 
yields 
Z~ Z-~ w ~ 
(p;. [~ ,, ) = 2z (~, )  (m~thl~)M" ( p [9, hh ), 
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where, from (23), 
T ~ ~ Mt~, Is),(~., ~,)(PP, hh ) = Z ( -  1 )z(~) OB,+(o, ~ OB;,+~, ls 
ZrZ~,) Z;,Z6 
r. (o, ",k 
r+ 7 = ). 
Hence, 
M(mfft, p/3)(~,/~)(;.,,) - z;z~, 
2/(2)+10~) 
Z (-1)/(~)OB~+'°'~ OB.,+~,[~ 
ZzZ(o Z;,Z6 
";, fo, 7. 6 
~+; ,=2 
oMatrices between other bases: The transition matrices between p~(x)p~,(Y) and 
e~(X + X)eI~(X -X) ,  e~(X +X)hl~(X -X) ,  and h~(X +X)e/s(X -X)  closely resemble 
the previous results for p~.(x)p~,(Y,) and h~(X + X)h~(X -X) .  Likewise, the matrices 
involving f ~(X + X) f  ls(X - X), f ~(X + X)rn~(X - X) and m~(X + X) f /~(X - X) 
are similar to the expressions for matrices involving m~(X + X)mt~(X - X). As was 
the case for m).(X -X) ,  one can use our combinatorial interpretation of the entries of 
M(pD,./'jc)(~,/~x~.,m to give a simple derivation of 
f ~,(X - X) = ~ f ;.(x)m~,_:,(Y~ )(- 1 )1~,-;'1. 
In total, there are 90 matrices between the ten bases of A~,,(x,~), too numerous to 
list considering that most are just pairs of the A(x) matrices. Therefore, we list only 
those matrices which involve the B~ power sum symmetric functions. This list appears 
in the Appendix. 
Appendix A. Transition matrices between bases of AB.(x, -~) 
For simplicity, we denote p~,(x)pl~(-Y ) as PP, e;(X +X)h~(X-X)  as e/~, etc. We fix 
some standard order on the pairs of partitions (2,p), such as the lexicographic order, 
and then we think of the bases {a;aF,}(~.,u ) and {b;f~,}(;.,~,) as row vectors (a;~,)(;~,i,) 
and (b;.D~,)(;.,m. We define the transition matrix M(a~,bD) by the equation 
(b;Dit)(~., ~) = (a;aj,)(z ~)M(afi, bb), 
where M(a~,b[~) is the matrix that transforms the basis (a;.fiF,)(i.,i,) into the basis 
(b;[~,)(;.,l, ~, and the (~,/~)(2,p)-th entry of M(a&bD) is defined by the equation 
b~D~, = Z a~al~M(a& bb)(~, Is)(;., t,)" 
{~,/J) 
Let (2,#) denote a pair of partitions such that 121 + 1#1 = n; then 
1 ~,/s 
M(s~, p[o)(~,lS)(~.,~) -- 2/(;.)+/(~ ) Z;.,i,, (A.1) 
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1 ;., i, 
Zz~Z[I 
1 
M(hfh p/5)(~,/n(;.., ) - 2z(;.)+~(, ) Z ( -  1 ) ~(~)+/(/n-M)-l(')+/~(') w( f ) ,  
(A.2) 
(A.3) 
M ( p ~, hfO( ~. /~)( ;.. ~n = ( -  1 )t(~)OB~+o~.;. OB;.+6,,, 
ZrZ(,) Z,,Z 6 
r,(O,'/,~ 
r+ 7 - 
(,)+6 = [; 
(A.4) 
1 
M(hY, p/5)(:~.#)ff.,) - 2/(>.)+/(, ) ( - 1 ) II~l+~(=)+z(ln-z(;)-z(')+/~(;) w f) ,  (A.5) 
M( p/3, h~)(~,/~)(~.,, ) = Z ( -  1 )lz, l+Z(,') OBr+,,,.;. OB:.+6,, 
Z~Z(~j Z;,Z 6 
"f,(O, )',(~ 
r+] '= 2 
,~+6 = fl 
1 
M(eh,  p/5)(~,fl)(;.,,) - 2z(;)+z(,) Z ( -  1 )l:@z(~)+z(/n+#U.) w(f ) ,  
(A.6) 
(A.7) 
M( p/3, e]7)(~,/n(~. ,) = Y 
"r, ~u, 7, '~ 
r+, ,=  ~ 
( , ;+6  = fl 
( -  I )lq+/(v)-q(,o)+z(~) OB~+,,,, ~. OB:.+6., 
ZzZ(,~ ZTZ 6 
1 
M(eY, p/3)(~, In(~.,,) - 2z(;)+i(,) ) n+l(x)+l(fl)+ll;(p) W ) ,  ( -1  ( f  
(A.8) 
(A.9) 
M ( p fi, eY)(x.fl)(;.,,) = Z ( -  1 ),+z(~)+t(,o)+I(:.) OB~+,,), ~. OB;.+6,, 
~, .~. ;', 6 ZrZ"~ Z7Z6 
z+, '  : '~ 
(A.10) 
z;.z, )I(,~) OB¢+o), ~ OB..+6 
M(mm'pD) (~ ' I~) ( ; " ) -  2zu)+z(,) Z ( -1  , ,is 
r..), 7. 6 ZrZ.) Z,,Z~ 
r+, '  = ,;. 
(,~+6 = p 
M(pD'm'h)(~,#)(;-') = Z -)--I (-l)l(;)+l(')-z(~)-l(fl)+l"U~)w(f), 
/ ~" L }; 
(A.I1) 
(A.12) 
M(m]' ,  p/3)(~,/~)ff.,,) - z;.z, 1 )t#l+M) OB~+~,,,~ OB;.+6,fl 
21(;.)+l(I0 Z ( -  
r+? = E 
,~+6 = p 
(A.13) 
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M(pp, mfC)(~,/{)(;.,l,) : Z ~__1 (_ l)l.i+t(;.)+/(~)_1(~)_l(~)+z,,(~  w(f). 
le<}', z~z/3 
(A.I4) 
z~z~ )N +t(6)+tu)+t(o,) OB¢+,,,, ~ OBT+~ ' l~ ,(A. 15) 
M(frh, PD)(~,/nO.,tn = 21(;n+tu,) E (-1 
z, to, 7, 6 Z~Z(° Z)'Z6 
r+7 = 2 
~o+6 = l~ 
M(P[9'fth)(~,/n(~.,I')= E l--~-(-1)l~'l+l(i')+l(u)+l"(~)w(f)' (A.16) 
z ;~zt ,  -ff+t(J+t(~)+mo) OB,+oj, ~ OB.,,+6 1~ 
M(T) ,  PD)(~,ls)(i.,,,)- 21(>.)+z(~) E ( -1 ,  ' , (A. 1 7) 
r, ~o, 7, fi ZrZ~° Z]'Z6 
r+7:2  
(0+6 : ;~ 
M(pp, .f]')(x, In(;. t,) = Z 1 (_ 1 )n-/(;n-/(~)+/"(~) w(f).  
l e<i'll z~zl~ 
(A.18) 
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